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Hee-Sook Kim Joins CSU with NIH R01 Award
Dr. Hee-Sook Kim, a research assistant
professor in the the Center for Gene
Regulation in Health and Disease
(GRHD), joined CSU from Rockefeller
University (RU) this year and will
continue work on a recently awarded
NIH R01 grant. Her program is titled
“Molecular dynamics of genome and
epigenome integrity in Trypanosoma
brucei,” and she has been funded for
$999,954 over five years.
Dr. Kim is investigating how alterations of specific structures and
marks on chromosomes influence DNA replication using highthroughput sequencing approaches as well as genetic and
proteomic techniques. She is joined in the program by co-PI Dr.
Bibo Li, who will focus on spatial organization of chromosome
structures with support from Dr. Valentin Börner. Both are faculty
in the Department of Biological, Geological, and Environmental
Sciences (BGES) and members of GRHD. Welcome to CSU, Dr.
Kim!
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MEET CSU'S NEW FACULTY

Anne Berry, Art and Design
Anne H. Berry joined Cleveland State in August 2016 as an assistant
professor of graphic design in the Department of Art and Design. She
received her MFA from the School of Visual Communication Design at
Kent State University, and worked as an Assistant Professional Specialist
at the University of Notre Dame prior to her appointment at CSU. Her
research focuses on race and representation in design and advertising,
ethnic and racial disparities within the field of graphic design, and the role
of social impact design in education as a means of addressing the design
industry’s lack of diversity.
In addition to teaching, Prof. Berry works as a freelance designer, is a cofounder of design studio LightBox, and serves as the chief creative
officer for Round3, an educational web service that facilitates online peer
reviews for students in K-12 and higher education.
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FEATURED RESEARCHER VIDEO SERIES

RESEARCH FUNDING NEWS

David Forte, Law

Record R&D Expenditures at CSU

Research by Dr. David Forte, a professor in the
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law, is the focus of
this month’s Featured Research Video.

Research expenditures at CSU grew to $77.7 million
in 2016, the largest in our history and an increase of
$63.4 million since 2009, as reported in the NSF
Higher Education Research and Development
(HERD) Survey. CSU ranked #161 in total R&D
expenditures, moving up from #182 in 2015. After a
four-year decline, federal research funding to
universities (in inflation adjusted dollars) increased
slightly, though the percentage of higher education
R&D funded by the federal government has
continued to drop.

Dr. Forte holds both a Ph.D. in political economy
and a J.D., and writes and speaks nationally on
topics such as constitutional law, religious liberty,
Islamic law, the rights of families, and international
affairs. Click here to watch.
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CSU SCHOLAR NEWS

Iftikhar Sikder, Information Systems
Dr. Iftikhar Sikder is an associate professor in the Department of Information
Systems in the Monte Ahuja College of Business and an affiliate professor in
the department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS).
Dr. Sikder’s research focuses on the interdisciplinary domains of information
systems, computer science and systems science. In particular, his research is
centered on space-time processes involving spatial representations in
geographical information systems (GIS) and remote sensing, geo-spatial
databases and knowledge discovery using data mining and predictive
analytics tools leading to spatial decision support systems. His recent paper
on granular computing received the best paper award at the 19th International
Conference on Digital Societies and Data Studies.
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INSPIRED CREATIVITY

Angelin Chang, the Dr. John A. Flower Faculty Concert
Dr. Angelin Chang, a professor and Coordinator of Keyboard Studies in the
Department of Music and a professor in the Cleveland-Marshall College of

Law, will perform on piano with members of the Cleveland Orchestra in
chamber music collaboration for the 2018 Dr. John A. Flower Faculty
Concert. The performers’ intent is to be so cohesive in technical precision
and musical expression that all the instruments will sound as one unit.
Listeners can expect to be transported through a range of emotions through
experiencing the power and depth of the music, which includes the featured
work Trio Op. 40 for Piano, Violin and Horn by Johannes Brahms. The
concert will take place in CSU’s Drinko Recital Hall on Monday, January 22,
2018 at 7:30 pm and will be broadcast on WCLV at a later date.
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NEWS FROM THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OFFICE

Wenbing Zhao: TeCK Funding

Register for I-Corps@Ohio
The Ohio Department of Higher Education
(ODHE) has released the 2018 Request for
Proposals for the fourth year of the I-Corps@Ohio
Program.

During its November meeting, the Selection
Committee for the TeCK Fund selected two full
proposals to receive $100,000 each in
commercialization acceleration funding. Dr. Wenbing
Zhao, a professor in the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science (EECS), will
continue to develop his Privacy Aware Compliance
Tracking System to ensure best practices are
followed by nurses and patient handlers in elder
care settings. A Kent State research team was
funded for their submission titled “Torel, LLC - Toxic
Gas and Vapor Sensors.”

I-Corps@Ohio incorporates Lean Startup,
Customer Discovery, and Business Model Canvas
methodologies to accelerate commercialization of
technologies from Ohio universities and colleges
while expanding the business acumen and
networks of faculty and students across the state.
The registration deadline is January 16, 2018.
For more information on applying to the ICorps@Ohio Program, contact Jack Kraszewski.

Contact Jack Kraszewski for information regarding
the TeCK Fund and technology transfer.
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INTERNAL RESEARCH AWARDS

Second Round of FRD-IoT Awards Announced
The Office of Research
is excited to announce
the projects funded
under the second round
of the Faculty Research
and Development Internet of Things (FRD-

Kelle Deboth, an assistant professor
in the School of Health Sciences,
Using interactive media and an
augmented reality app to increase
access to community spaces for
children with mobility and sensory
impairments

IoT) program. The
Office of Research is
providing seed funding through the FRD-IoT
program to develop a stronger University-wide
research base related to the IoT, connected
devices, and data analytics. This internal funding
opportunity aligns with the mission and research
priorities of the recently formed CSU-CWRU
IoT partnership.

Xiongyi Liu, an associate professor
in the Department of Curriculum and
Foundations, Development of a WebBased System for Supporting HomeBased Care and Treatment of
Children with Autism Spectrum
Disorder
Miyuki Tedor, an associate
professor in the Department of
Criminology, Sociology, and
Anthropology (CAS), Development of
a Mobile App/Web for Matching Drug
Addiction Treatment Services

The three projects funded in the second round and
the faculty leads are shown at right. If you have an
idea for an IoT or data analytics project and need
assistance finding a collaborator on campus,
contact Ben Ward in the Office of Research.

INTERNAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Internal Funding Proposals Due Feb. 1: USRA, FRD, FSI, & GSRA
The Office of Research is pleased to remind faculty that the call for
proposals for the 2018-2019 internal funding programs has been released
and includes strategic changes to several programs and to the proposal
guidelines.
The Undergraduate Summer Research Award (USRA) program provides
students of all disciplines an engaged learning experience that involves
intellectual inquiry and faculty mentoring as students perform meaningful
research on campus during the summer months. The Graduate Student
Research Award (GSRA) is now open to students completing a master’s
thesis or a doctoral dissertation.
Undergraduate Summer Research Award (USRA)
Graduate Student Research Award (GSRA)
Faculty Research and Development (FRD)
Faculty Scholarship Initiative (FSI)

submission
submission
submission
submission

deadline February
deadline February
deadline February
deadline February

1,
1,
1,
1,

2018
2018
2018
2018

To assist in the preparation of successful applications, the forms that will be used to evaluate the proposals
are included at the above web sites. For more information please contact Joy Yard, 687-9364,
j.yard@csuohio.edu or Dan Simon, 687-5171, d.j.simon@csuohio.edu.
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RESEARCH RESOURCES

CSU Led Grant Writing Seminar was a Success
The CSU Office of Research led and coordinated a highly
successful grant writing seminar on December 1 with a focus
on NSF and NIH funding. Over 100 faculty members from
Northeast Ohio's public research universities (CSU, Kent
State, University of Akron, Youngstown State, and
NEOMED) attended the full-day seminar. Participants rated
the seminar extremely well: on a scale of 1 (lowest) to 5
(highest), the average post-seminar evaluation score was
4.7.
Comments provided by participants included: "I’m so impressed with the specific and actionable information
provided. Thank you." and "Very helpful! First time I feel like I understand grantsmanship and I am looking
forward to using these techniques." The cost of the seminar was shared by the participating universities.

Revised NSF PAPPG
A revised version of the NSF
Proposal & Award Policies &
Procedures Guide (PAPPG), NSF
18-1, has been released. The
new PAPPG is effective for
proposals submitted, or due, on
or after January 29, 2018.

CAREER Proposal Workshop
The NSF Division of Civil, Mechanical and
Manufacturing Innovation (CMMI) is sponsoring
the 2018 NSF CAREER Proposal Writing
Workshop, to be held March 25-27, 2018 in
Charlotte, NC.
The application deadline is January 8, 2018.
The application procedure and tentative agenda
for the workshop can be found here.
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The Office of Research wishes all faculty, staff, and
students a peaceful and joyful holiday season.
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The holiday card used in this edition was designed by Nicole Zollos, a Graphic Design Student at CSU.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Please share with us important news or updates on your research, scholarly, or creative activities. Updates
may be related to a paper that has been accepted for publication in a high-impact journal, a book you've
just published, your work that will be exhibited at a prominent institution, or other updates you wish to
share with our office. Send details to j.yard@csuohio.edu and d.j.simon@csuohio.edu.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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